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The Global Refugee Academy

provides high school aged

students with continuous access to

education without walls or

borders.

OVERVIEW

CHALLENGE

Citizens' High School is a U.S. based

distance education high school with a

mission to provide a high quality high

school diploma with a well rounded

academic foundation leading to social

and economic mobility. For over 40

years CHS has followed this mission to

grant over 8,000 diplomas to student

across the globe.  

For many refugees the first challenge is keeping the

family together and gathering necessary resources for

basic survival.  Once this challenge is met, families try

to institute a day-to-day structure similar to home.  For

those with children this is providing a high-quality

education.  However being in a new country can prove

difficult in finding the right school, speaking the local

languages, among other challenges.  Refugees need an

education system that remains constant as they

relocate.

A global curriculum for students in

grades 9-12, that is provided in a

bilingual format for over 30

languages

All courses are 100% online and

available 24/7

Coursework can be mostly done

from all smart mobile devises



RESULT

SOLUTION

86%

Our solution provided courses for

students in grades 9-12, that was available

in a bilingual format (one side English, the

other side in Ukrainian).  We additionally,

provided students with an orientation

course enabling them to succeed in a

virtual learning environment.  Our courses

are available 24/7, from any devise with an

internet connection.

We provided the Ukrainian government

with unlimited capacity, and those

students who immigrated to the United

States had the opportunity to graduate

from an accredited, U.S. online high

school.

bmorris@citizenshighschool.com
1590 Island Lane Suite 44
Fleming Island, FL 32003

904-276-1700

Students who earn their high

school diploma through CHS,

receive free access to partner,

Catalyst GEM international college

admissions platform.  

For nearly 8 months since the launch of

the Ukraine Refugee imitative, students

have been taking individual courses

with CHS.  Of the students signed up

86% are currently active or completed

their courses.

SUCCESS
RATE

"The thing I enjoy about the courses the
most would be their practicality, I feel as
though I am expert while completing
them."  - Mykhalio Dubov

http://www.catalystgem.com/

